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Socially Assistive Robotics (SAR)

Robots that provide assistance through non-contact social interaction

Used in many roles
- Coach/trainer
- Minder/mentor
- Shepherd/guide

Used in many domains
- Post-stroke rehab
- Post-operative cardiac care
- Exercise therapy for Alzheimer's patients
- Obesity Mitigation
- Physical therapy for Cerebral Palsy
- Social partner for ASD


Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD)

- Group of life-long developmental disorders
  - Autism
  - Asperger's
  - Pervasive Developmental Disorders, Not Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS)

- Symptoms include:
  - Chronic and robust deficits in social and communication skills
  - Repetitive behaviors
  - Overly focused and isolated areas of interest
ASD Communications Deficits

• Children with ASD have impaired communications skills
  - Imitation
  - Imaginative play
  - Theory of mind
  - Joint attention
  - Reciprocity
  - Expressing concern
  - Non-verbal communication
  - Forming age-appropriate relationships

• Fail to compensate for language deficits through non-verbal behavior

• Show reduced self-initiation of social behavior
Premise and Goal of Work

- Hypothesized: children with ASD respond socially to robots and computers
  - New and increased social behavior
  - Unlike social interaction with unfamiliar people
  - Unlike social interaction with family
- Create robot-assisted intervention for children with ASD
  - Catalyst for social behavior
  - Training tool for social behavior
  - Human-human and human-robot interaction
ASD and Robotics


What is the role of the robot?
ASD Intervention

- Several behavioral treatments
  - Applied Behavioral Analysis (ABA)
  - Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT)
  - Discrete Trial Training (DTT)
  - Interaction with typically-developing peers/mainstreaming
  - Lovaas method
  - Social stories/scripts

- Motivate proactive behavior
  - Provoke behavior
  - Provide encouragement

- Requires behavior to happen
  - Social behavior may not occur naturally
  - Modify therapist's/parent's actions
  - Create scenario for behavior to occur

Autonomous Robots

• Disadvantages of Wizard of Oz
  - Where is the benefit from?
  - Can that be replicated?
  - If operator is responsible for benefit, does the robot serve a purpose?

• Advantages of Autonomous Robot
  - Predictable control of robot behavior
  - Known locus of control
Qualitative Evaluation

- Robots were well-received
- Feet-wet period necessary to overcome anxiety
- Talking robots not well-received
- Robot sounds could be a problem
- Contingent robot got more positive response than random robot
$n=3$ participants with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)

Social interactions increased from random condition to contingent condition

Total # interactions went up by avg 15 / 5 mins.
Robot Restrictions

• Restrictions From User Populations
  - Robot needs to be durable
  - Child cannot be extensively instrumented
  - Need speech models particularly for children with ASD

• Limitations Based on Robot Ability
  - Don't be more expressive than robot can understand
    • Don't speak unless the robot can listen
    • Don't emote unless grounded in real behavior
  - Don't make character assumptions without observing real users
    • Voice
    • Gender
    • Mood
    • Behavior Complexity
Robot Equipment

- IR for discrete robot marker
- Bubble-blower for play behavior
- Microphones x2
- Eye-Cameras x2
- HD Camera
- Speakers
- Click-button
- Intel Core2 Duo
- Wireless
Experiment Scenario

- **Bubble Play**: The robot blows bubbles using a bubble gun in response to a user's behavior
  - Used to observe:
    - Use of person as tool
    - Social interaction
    - Use of robot as tool
    - Social interaction with robot
    - Pointing/Vocalizations
- **Variations of the Bubble-Play scenario**
  - Contingent Robot Behavior
  - Random Robot Behavior
Conditions for Comparison

- Contingent Case: robot reacting to child's actions
  - If child moves toward robot, robot indicates approval
  - If child moves away from robot, disappointment
  - If child presses button or vocalizes, robot waves or blows bubbles

- Random Case: robot executing random actions
  - Same actions as contingent case
  - Random movement
  - Random amount of time between actions

- Baseline: bubble-blowing toy
  - Same play scenario as robot conditions
  - No mobility or social behavior
Hypotheses (Contingency)

- Prior systems involved robot actions contingent on user's behavior
- Does contingent interaction of robot/agent interaction system contribute to social effects?

**H1:** The participant will engage in more social behavior with a robot than with a non-robotic toy.

**H2:** The participant will engage in more social behavior with a robot behaving contingently with respect to the child in the immediate time-frame of the session than with a robot behaving randomly.

**H3:** The participant's interaction with the robot will be richer with a robot behaving contingently with respect to the child than with a robot behaving randomly.

**Richness:** (of an interaction) refers to the length of a sequence of related social behaviors occurring close in time
Data Collection

- Video recordings
  - 4x eye-level cameras
  - 2x robot cameras
  - Overhead camera

- Audio recordings
  - 2x Microphone on robot
  - 4x Microphones in room

- Activity history from robot
Data Analysis

• Qualitative Analysis
  - Evaluation by ASD experts
    • Profs. Peter Mundy, Michele Kipke, Clara Lajonchere, Marian Williams
  - Look for relevant social behavior/changes in behavior

• Quantitative Analysis
  - Annotate video recordings
  - Compare trials
  - Frequency
  - Richness
  - Based on existing measures
Ethical Considerations

• Is Human-Robot Interaction inhibiting Human-Human Interaction?
• Is the robot replacing or augmenting a human?
• Whose benefit?
  – Child
  – Parent
  – Caregiver
• Do short-term benefits translate to long-term benefits?
Integration to Daily Lives

• Where is robot deployed?
  - Clinic
  - Home
  - School
  - ...

• What population can the robot serve?
  - Correlate with existing exams
  - SRS, ADI, ADOS, SCQ, etc.

• Are results persistent?
  - pre/post testing
  - parent interview
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